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There are some people' # r whom the developmental sequenCes-d0

not unfold smoothly. Thee are the people whose biology trines
o

that they must struggle th crises alien to those appr4griate to

their developmental stage. For some the path of development has

been diStorted at bir due to genetic illness.

/ Huntington's D ase (HD) is an autosomal dominant disorder of

the central nervous system usually manifesting itself in the third

or f6drth decade o life with progressive; uncontrollable movements,

intellectual°det ioration, and emotionardisturbance. Each child of

a parent affect =d by the disorder therefore has a 50 percent prOba-
,

bility of deve opin the diseape. HD has complete penetrance, so
,,

lb .-

tht if one p sses41 the gene for it, one invariably develops the
.

.
I

a

disorder. T ere is no adequate treatment currently available, nor

is there an test which can determine whether a child of an affected

parent is arrying the gene and will develop the disorder., Diagnosis

must awai ihemanifestation.of symptoms. Since the disease does not

usually ecome evident before middle life,. most victims have already

had children, possibly, passing on,the deleterious game. Some choose
. ,

to forego procreation without knowing if, In ,fact, tliey.yill become

Huntington's Disease is a relatively rare disorder.' Its pre-

valence ranges from 4 to 7per 100,000. HowdVer, there are over 1,000
0

genetIc'neurological illnesses alone. Hundreds of thousands of in

dividuals live with'the.spectre of inherited death or debilitation.'

,

Some have specific probabilities with which to-Contend, while others

suffer from the more diffuse anxieties of "heart disease 'or cancer in
f.
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the family." Whether or not a client comes for help specifically

in coping with a medical problem, or whether a health concern merely .

forms the backdrop for other difficulties, it behooves us as coun-

selors to recognize the signs and symptoms of that concern. The state

of ope's .health.at any oint along the developmental life cycle can

radically alter the n mal sequence of development.

In 1973 I inter iewed in depth (approxitately four to six hours

per sublect) thirt -five S who were at genetic risk for developing

HD. The Ss sele ed' were *1 between th ages of tweht and thirty-

ix; none of th 'had-been diagnosed with HD or any other neurological

ill
is

Th- ere questioned regardi g their introduction to and

understand' g of HD, their family backgro as, and t eir own sub-

jective xperi nces of being at-risk. Iwa partid

in the predominan coping strategies of the peopl (andfi? (ler=

. standing how t eir fe lings and fantasies ab Ut the illness and their

"risk" status
r. -

p esence of H
/

ves of the Ss. It was also
I

_
,
v

.t,

1, A

remendously/from some brief counse ng which could help them to cope

ffec'Eed t ir daily lives. I as concluded tt the

in the immedi e family had a profound impact or the

elt that th Ss would have be4ieifited

ith
,

separa ing the reality ot their si ation'fiom fantasy. Al-
.-,

though some of the Ss had received genetic ounseling, the coun-
i

1

\

splors had focused, on providing them with the cts of genetic in-
f '

*
eritance *rather than helping them to work throug the psychological

r(1
eanings o the various choices which were open to the . Ss were

often fla ly advised not to have children without any rec nition or

4
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discussion on the counshlorLs part of the more subtle implications.

cif immortality or the piomise of normalcy which childbearing can have.

Rather than abstracting the predominant themes of crisis and

rest ution which appeared repeatedly in the interviews, the fantasies

and de enses, I prefer to let the Ss speak for themselves. The fol-

lowing.is an edited interview with a young woman at -risk for Hunting -

ton'ston's Diseas who portrays in graphic/and moving detail the concerns

of many in simi ar circumstances. Several specific counseling sug-,

gestions will cone ude the paper..

Ms. S: White middle lass woman of twenty-two. Single. Sepondar;C
school teacher.

:My mother is 44 now, 'm 22 andey sister is 14.- I do know that,

'like'around the time my sister was born it started. I don't know if

it started before or not. I wa eight. I Wes aware that she Emother]

had to go to these doctor visits a 1 the time and later on I found

that she had been going to a psychiat ist. I don't knowif the fights

had really started then or it was more at she just felt inadequate:..

Q: Did lkou wonder if there was something t e matter with her?

A: Yeah. Around when I was 12 or so she sta ed getting into a lot

of car accidents, like hitting fenders ands ff. I just sort of.

remember vaguely before my father had really co to grips with

admit ing that she haeit. I remember seeing the rvous hands

and s uttering andstuff/./ I sort of.had to -come to conclusion

that she had it befi,e he verbalized it.

Q: Your father kneObout HD when he married your mother?

A: Yeah, he knew: He tells me that he talked.it,over with his rela



tives and they all said4 "She's such a wonderful girl,, go ahead

and marry her." He also says he just didn't think it would really

happen ...,Heokept hoping to get,a different diagnosis'.

,4 think `(mother) was really gentle before. Then she started

getting bitchy with my-sister.. She couldn't ,tolerate a'hormal

child's antics. She'd start screaming and gettin4 upset. And

then, also, she and my father would get in fights in public, and

,she'd start crying or screaming or hitting him. That really upset

me a lot. The stuff in private I could handle, but the stuff in

public, that was just.a disgrace.

I Ever since all this started happening, I never really felt very

good about having friends over, having people sleep overnight. I

really feel like I've been deprived., (Laugh), .,. I feel embar-

rassed. It's embarrassing to go out in public with her, she

staggers so much.
a

I guess, uh, the thing I feel bad about on my part, the part I

really dread, is having boyfriends see her, 'cause I am very open

'M
about what it is and the fact that its genetic and everything.

And I think, wow, if they see how bad t is, it',4 just gonna be,

"Forget it, baby." So, in the relation hips where I haven't been

-Teally close to the guy, I just haveet had the nerve to jring him

home. And my father gets really angry. "Why don't we see any of

these guys that you're dating?" I sort f told him why, but I

don't tell my mother.

I was about 14 when it hit me, hey, /VS genetic, I know I have

a chance and that was when it just hit me\like a ton of rocks, you

6
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know. That was a whole new thing to go through. Just the fact

that your mother's got a disease, big deal, a lot of people have

sick parents (nervous laugh) ... I have never really

upset or worried about the fact that, hey, I'm gonna

gotten that

have,to go

through this whole thing ofgoing through the disease. Like

sometimes itupsets me when someone at one of these HD meetings

talked about having one of,their relativea'tied down, to the bed,

that was pretty vivid for me'io take. Other than that, it'.6 not

being terrified about having it sometime way in the/futnie, like

at the age of 35, it's always even when,I"was in high school, the

thought of, oh; I'll never get married and oh, I'll never be

able to, like, it's never bothered me too much the idea of not

being able to bear my own children, like I wouldn't mind adopting,

but the thing of no one ,ili marry me and the whole thing of being

an old maid type of thing: It's really scared me more-than just

thinking about having the disease.

Q: Do you feel that your father regretted then decision that he made?

A: Yeah. And I think it's really hard for me because there's been so

much turmoil in the family and I've seen how awful it's been for.

him and how awful it's been for her \and stuff. One time I went

to this youth meeting for at -risks o whatever apd it was

really amazing...to me to see that som of these people had gotten

married...But on that score, too, ma, be I'm even (sigh) decreasing

my chances even more of getting married because I've made up my

mind not to have kids, as long as there is a genetic risk, 'cause

I really feel strongly about that. Why perpetuate the disease?

,

0



Also, I know that I'd always feel guilty if .I had kids.

ways worry a whole lot if they were gonna get it and if I got it

.I'd really!!! feel sorry that I had them and stuff. And I dont

want to have to go through that whole trip. Consequently, like

I'Ve met a lot of guys who think, "Oh.-well, so whatiabout the

disease," just like my father and want to have kids. They can't

realize it could happen: Plus, like one guy I was really serious

about said everybody's gotta die some time. But this guy wanted

to have kids anyway. And you know, me having made the decision,

no, I'm pot going to, a lot of guys really,have a trip about

wanting to have kids. So you know, °that's kind of a bad thing.

I went with this guy for one and one-half years and he knew that

my mother had itand that it was genetic and stuff and we never

talked that much About the future, you know, and I was getting

really serious about him and I started asking him more pointed

questions. I asked him, I said that, "I'm not telling you that

I want to get married now, I'm not telling you you have to marry

me, but I want to know if you'd ever consider marrying me," and

at. that point he said, "No. As long as you're at-risk I'd

never consider marrying you." And I felt, really like,'wow, you

never told me that before. And so, at that point,, also because

the relationshi4 was pretty, screwed, like hed get violent and

he'd throw tantrums and stuff, he was really immature,I decided,

wow, this is nowhere for'two reasons. So, I broke things of

and *then he started trying to get me back by saying, well, "If I

said I'd marry yoU would you come back to me," and stuff. I thought
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it was just a ploy, plus I wasn't' interested anymore ... And then

finally after we dedided we were gonna break up and stuff, I

started talking to him more about the whole thing and this is

what really got me. He said when he'd found out well', I should

expla n something to you. J At that point we had ,both been virgins.

0
And then we got involved -- sexually as well and he was twenty-

;

three and had never had a sexual 'relationship with a girl, the

reason being he had never wanted to get committed ,to a girl, and

he tllought that getting involved sexually was going to commit him-
/

self. He said that the.rea4on he'd gotten involved with me was

because he knew he'd never marry me so he knew he wouldn't be

trapped. And I felt like, WOW, this is some game we've been

playing all around and I haven't known the rules. And so, I've

always really resented him. I just think he's such a schmuck!!

I have' thought that it would have been better if I hadn't ben

born. You know, I have'thought about that. Like, those fools,,

why did they ever decide to have children. That was a real ego-

tistical, selfish thing to do, type of thing. But'now that I'm

here, I%m going to make the best of it.

One time my mother said something about, "You're so unsympa-

thetic- Just wait until you have it someday." And, wbw!r I really

laid into her for that. What a Tatty thing to say, especially in

front of my little sister. That really hurt. I'm real' y bitter

at Her.for.that. But, you 'know you have to kinda, make allowances

for her when she's in that condition.

One time I was going wpth a med student and I was really scared

9



to .tell him. I thought that he would know the manifestAtions so

much more. And I gues's I thought that if anyone knew the mani-

festations they dn t want to get involved. A lot of people

that-hear about it without having seen it so vividly, / don't

think they worry about it as much ... I guess the thing I worxhic,

about, too, is oh my God, should I ever turn into what she's
'

turned into, a bitch, an alienAed vegetble, that really i*

scary, you know." An I guess I really have a lot of drive to

get everything done before I'm 35, type of thing. Make my mark

on the wOrld, or whatever.

Do you think that maybe you turn away 'some of the men who are

interested in, you?

A: -Well, I have had this feeling: When I meet somebody who's super

4antelligent; super good-looking -- this guy.should have kids;

this guy-should propagate his kind. This guy wouldn't want to

adopt. I do think about that. And having the guy

me is an absolute requirement and that's something

willing to compromisee. But having the guy not too

is one thing I. even search for. Number one, becau

won't feel like, oh, I'm so-good looking I've got

smarter than

that not

lookinglooking

se then he

to have a

whole bun h of. me's running all over the'world. And also, I feel

like,I'd a able to hold him easier, be able to trap him easier.

Which is k'nd of a whole bad syndrome that!I'm in .., I think,

wow, since, I'm at-risk, I'm less attractive as a possible mate,

so I've got to compromise somewhere, give upsomething of my,

desires for a mate. So, I'm not willing to give 110 personality

. 10
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or strength^or the intellectual capacity, so the one thing that's

left is looks. So I'm sort of hunting for some'ugly 461, (laugh).

I think the worst part is that no one will marry me and I'll

have to be alone. I guess it's the fear of having HD and being

alone at that point, and being abandoned by all my so-called friends.

But that could happen with a spouse; too. I guess that's why

having a,sister is a real comfort, because I don't think she'd

abandon one .

But I think really, the thing t4atcreally scares.me the most rs

,/ know, despite all my determination to hold myself together and be

a pleasant Obrson to be around, I fear that having the disease will

make me lose that control and I'll turn into a shrew Ajte my,

mother. And thdt will be what will alienate me from people. And

that Will be againdt my control, even though I\rn't want Ito do

'it. Like I see, she does things that she doesn't want to do, but

) she 'can't help herself. It's gonna be interesting to listen to

this tape after I chapge! A

/ The daydreams I used to have often, maybe I still have them

sometimes, rou know, the martyr thing of "Look, she's got this

terrible disease btu she's handling it so well and she's so brave.

Look hOw well she's coping and we really admiie her. Raily around

her," and all that garbage. But I,reallyeion't want to.be a

martYr, I want to express what I feel and'still have people be

understanding and accept me->?

I don't know if I feel if I will get HD or not. It's.just a ,big,

- question mark. Sometimes,PlEihk, "What if you eally do have it?"

Q
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Then I go, "Aaaahh." Sometimes I think, "What if you.don't have
/ ,

it, I mean right-now you just really don't havlit and'yOu'rp .

worrying about all this fot nothing," ana.I think, wow, that's ju t
I

an entirely different feeling too. r-thialk the state. I'ti( in nowt

...a
,

of not knowing, is a completely different state from either knowing
______.

,.,

,

or not knowing., And like With'this experiment, where they took

the skin biopsy, it's

this scarf Itis like

:really scarey; I feel really weird towards

an A for Adultery c e.your, chest or something.

When this guy asked me what was, I just didn't tell him. First

I evaded, the question. The Second time he:asked *le, I waS'ind,of

-playful about it, I said, "Well, it's a scar." He.says, sca

from what?" I said; "A scar from a wound." "What kind ofyOund?".

"A'flesh wound." And

"Slf- inflicted.

kind of an ugly thing.

then he said; "How'd you get it?" And I

And' he just didn'iaskAtnymore ... It's

When it was' healing it Was kind of ahard'
.

thing fpr me psychologically. (?) Yeah, it was like"4 Ipnifesta-
,

tion of the disease, orsomething. When they first talked about

having it'dope I didn't know it was going to be so big and have

such,a big scar.d They said it was like a little slit, I mean,

hole punch.like that is a pretty weird scar to have. You Enow, it

doesn't look too normal.

./ What I'd say is that it's sort of put a pall over my whole life.

I fee -like it's kind of like a veil, a darkness\ overshadowing it.

-Becaase always the back of my-mittd, is the. thotight "01r,-am I

gonna have it. Oh, am I ever gonna get married. Oh, am .I gonna

be rejected because of it ?'/ The fearh

12

the fear of -
ts

1,
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being alienated. And like, when I.was going with this guy J,

he kept talking about the kfact that until he was 26 *the draft was

just a pall over him. And I thought, well, that's what HD is to

me; it's always in the back of your mind. It's always there to

lurch out.- If I have any other problem usually HD will surface

with it because it's always in the back of my mind type of thing.

I don't think I tryto repress it or completely put it out of my

mind, like I wrote a lot of poetry and I think about it and .I

think I've done an awful lot of growing about it. But I don't

just want to be depressed all the time.' It is sort of like a

terminal cancer patient, knowing: -run for your life. I think I'm

running to sort of cram as much as*I can into 15 years or something.

Well, I remember being in Junior High and thinking to myself, I

don't know whether this was before my parents started having the

fights or not, because I remember thinking how happy I' was, how

perfectly happy I was.

Ms. S. is a strikingly attractive young woman and quite intelligent.

She walks with unusual grace and has a quality in her movements and in

her speech of a restive energy barely ar ted and suppressed. Just

below the surface of her rather exaggerated outw d calm, She is vola-

tile and sad. She speaks with the "pseudo-toughness" brlado of

adolescence but her general demeanor and understanding is far ore

'matune_and quite insightful. Ms. S's father has suffered two psycho is

episode's since her mother's diagnosis of HD.' During one episode he

threatened to rape Ms. S and kill several other persons. Ms. S is,

.13



extremely tied,to her family, despite her verbally blase attitude,

and has tried until very recently to be the mainstay and mediator

of the household. She visits home frequently and talks to her mother

on the telephone when away. In' recent Years she has come to realize

the necessity for separating from her family to preserve her own

sanity, but feels f,extremaly guilty over individuating and "abandoning

i.,

them." JF ',0
1

'

Ms: S. often speaks.as if she definitely will get HD but the

real effectual force of her cpncern is toward getting married. Even
. .

0

though'she is only 22 years of age and lives in an environment where
\'

marriage is increasingly less emphasized, Ms. S has a desperate need

to "catch a man," "to trap him" and "to hold him." She is most

bothered by the physical manifestations of HD and feels them to be

repulsive and embarrassing; She considers herself to be "defective"

because she is at -risk.

Ms. S's fantasies about HD are very much entwined with cher atti-

tudes towards herself as a person and particularly as a woman. _She

seeks an ideal of a man to Marry and with whom tp identify. Her des..-,

criptions of men aie'idealistic and over-romanticized. The man
0

...becomes her "well" self, her "whole" self. Howe:rex*, she is afraid

that a really ideal man would not be interested in her. She compr. ses

by choosing in fantasy, an ugly man. His physical'ugliriess becomes

an external representation of what she experiences as her hidden

ugliness. With an ugly man, she feels equal; with her "ideal" man

she feels humiliated and ashamed of what she considers her "defects."

Ms. S gives us some understanding pf her unconscious elaborations
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//'
of the meaning of HD when she speaks of her skin biopsy scar. The

scar came to represent the disease, like a constant advertisement.

She speaks of it as a "sore," a "slit," a "wound." It is like the

red letter A for Adultery blazoned across Hester Prynne to announce
9

her sexuality, her excesses, and her transgressions. It is also

"self-inflicted." Unconsciously, the image of HD becomes enmeshed

with her image of her female identity: to be a woman is to be like,

mother is to be defective is to be sick. The secret and ugliness of

HD become a representation of the secret ugliness of her feminine

sexual self. And Ms. S chose infantile and sadistic men who reinforcid

her in this devalued image of herself as an object to be "screwed"

and not loved.

--- It is not surprising that fantasies of this diseaseowhich so

affects the body should alter fantasies of the body 'image. Ms. S is

terrified that should she develdp HD she will literally become her

.

mother, despite her best efforts. She will move as her mother,-be-

come thin as her mother, speak as her mother, and, worst of all; behave

-as her mothe?.

.Despite the upheaval in her family, despite the fact that ,both

her mother and her father are seriously physically and psychologically
. .

ill, Ms. 13 has a great deal of resilience and ego strength. She is
1

someone who could probably profit a great deal from some short7term

the
,, As -,

counseling a d toward separating tne realities of the diiease from
)

.

her fantasies and rather more frightening representations of it.
p.

15
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Almost every subject.in't is sample coul# be fit from short-

term or long-term counseling focused on cppil wi h HD in the family..

When at-risk persons first learn of their bwn risk or when they

come forgenetic counseling, there is often so much substantive in-

,

formation tb be imparted that there is not enough time for discussing

emotional reactions. There is also an initial shock which shields

4

against problems which arise latdr. Norie of the subjects had had

any counseling other than thai. provided sporadically' and on u -

volunteer basis 131,\the'dommittee to Combat'Huntington!s Disease.

For most, the only contact they had had with a knowledgeable prd
.

fessionalwas in talking with their parents' physician. Genetic

counselors, :for the most .par,t, focus on issues of procreation.

Despite all the diversity in,Wackground, .education, employment

and general life styles of these subjects, certain commonalities

of concern ex sted. n response to these shared pedbleyi the

lowing dounselingsugge tions are offered. These suggestions are

culled from my experienCe working with persons at-risk for HD but

it is 'hoped.that.they will be relevant to many counseling' situations.

in which a genetic illness is involved.
)

1. Listen. Many at-risk individuals find that their spouses,'

their immediate family, or. their-reratiVes are too involved, too

frightened or too guilty to really listen. Most at-risk persons

do not want to frighten their families with their concerns. They

also especially do not want other family members toyatch them for

symptoms.
3

2. Ds not minimize the gravity, of their concern but offer

16,
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realistic .hope. Because of theii own difficulties.in,coping with.'

the risk situation, family members often btush abidd'the at-risk

person's concerns, scoff'at them, or offer magical-omnipotent'solu

tions. Spouses are notorious for s statements of denial as:
. 0.

.

..1 .

"Don't worry, honey, I won't let g.
tpit,".ors"It °can't' happen'

.. .

to us." Although optimidm i .must, can also be frightening

to the at-risk peison to'fe 1 that the spouse cannot afford to
a

think that it could h' n to them. It.means that the disease is

truly too terrible to think about. Frequently the spouse has'a

realistic appraisaloUthe-situhtion but a conspiracy of Silence

regarding,the disease grows between the couple because each does"

not want to frighten' the other., .A counseloi can be extremely "

helpful in guiding the individual or the couple towarca

apPraisal of the diorderr:acknOWpdging thegepity of their, con-

cerns, giving hope, andthereby demonstrating-that the illness can

be reasonably discussed without anybOdy coming to grief.

3." "Don't worry about it, yotfcould step off the curbind
.nt̀,

get hit by a truck." True, butnot truly helpful.. Most at-risks

are concerned' about the process of dying, not, with death itself.

./t.is more'valuable to stress the quality of'1ife, both in health

and sickness. In this case getting HD is only a 50 percent risk,

but many at-risks make themselves 100 percent miserable worrying

while they are healthy. Much of theit apprehension concerns the

treatment -they will receive should 'hey becomes'ill. Many have re-

tamed
t

. .

childhood visions of a *lunatieparent, strapped in bed,'
4

with no medication. The counselor should-emphasize the new drugs

1
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tr.ch a e now available, new health care insurance which is

dirg better nursing facilities, increased awareness of HD

i the edical community, and the efficacy of physicgl and psy-

c 1 therapy in staving off some of the most frightening

tone t logy. The slow develOpment of the disorder is a boon

e se se that medical science is experimenting with new pro-
:

jec dail and the brain is capable of a certain amount of res

tion even

en as

fter some damage is suffered. If the 4tate of bei/. ill

ess frighteni 4, anxiety will decreas
1

. Remin e in-

6.1.Ddivi th -t a 50/50 prob ility means as great chanc hat

they 411 n t get HD as that they witellc Odds als se after

the forties.

11; "Symptom Searching." Every at-risk ind

tinually on the alert fox' .any suspicious signs o
%

Even if they deny that they check themselves if

many will give examples of such self-diagnoses i

general conversation. Every time, an at-risk per

mumbles, f

divorced;

41dual is.conr

the disorder.

sked directry,

the course of

o ltrips,,, stumbles, ,

lls, forgets, has a.car accident, get nraged, gets

tc. -the spectre of HD is aroused for th mselves,-And for

others. 44 nyare so hyper-alert that they make theideel4ee %indoor-
,

dinated, f ghtening'themselves even more: There are at-risk

.individuali ho practice walking on lines, walking on curbs, cow-

trolling the handwriting, controlling their speech, touching their

fingers to their noses, and even rehearsing Serial Sevens! There

are others who practice how it would be to have HD; occasicmally

they frightent4emseikres by not kriowing when the practice stops
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4' and the' real thing begins. They try to master the disease
rf

through activity in the same way that people who very much fear

"going crazy" play "being crazy." Some at-risks will imitate

mannerisms of the affected parent as an identification with that

parent. It can be extremely reassuring to explain that all ate-

risks "symptom-seek" and that most feel convinced that they will

develop the disease. The therapist should teach the individual

about psychological defenses and how they may be operating, as

well as about normal muscular tics And twitches such as myoclonic

bursts and normal psychological lapses', including especially normal

forgetfulness.

S. Differentiate HD from the rest of the environment. Freud

one said that if you cordon off oneportiOnHof a city and 'tell

the police. they cannot enter,. you can be sure where to find. all

the criminals. The prospect of. having HD can feed into every cou-1

iiict; and each problem can be interpreted in terms of HD, rendering

it relatively hopeless in the eyes of the individual. For some it

may be easier to lay the blame with HD rather than face vulnerabilities,

leallurv, weaknesses, which ha e nothing to do with the disease. Work

with the individu"al to differs tiate realists concerns regarding

the illness from fantasied concerns and from co licts which are un

relagd. Most prob)lems item, fro the usually disrupted environments

in which these people have been raised.

6.. Relieve guilt. The cou selor should be attuned to any ex-

pressions of conscious or uncons ious guilt on the part of the clienk

Often the guilt is pekvasive and extends both toward the parents and

r.
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and t -rd the children. Guilt may be over ,anger toward and

neglect o the parent, over envy of an obviously well sibling,

over the des e tc5 bear one's own children, etc. In particular,

the counselor sh uld try to make explicit the common belief that

good or-bad' behavio will have an influencing effect on whether

or not the individual velops the disease. "Often the environment

Lk.

conspires with this belie a twelve-year-old at-risk girl was

told by a police( matron that hads"better behave or she would

get what her mother had."

7. "Unnecessary and never suf cient." Just as prediction is

usual* foremost in the minds, of the at isk individual, it is

often foremost in the mind of the counselor. will this person develop

HD?

In the opinion of this investigator, most H' atients do not

get diagnose0 until approximately three to ten years r *tore after .-

the initial manifestations of the disord6i. This does t mean

that they are unaware of the disease prior to the diagnosis A

well- brained observer may be able to detect subtle neurologica

cognitive, and psychological cues long before the HD patient feel

it necessary (or is pushed) to be diagdosed. What have, ben thought

in the past to be socio-psychological indicators of neurological

pathology may be, in fact, indicative of a psychological reaction

to.a.perceived change in performance, 1.311t should never'be taken

as- sufficient indications of the disease in and of themselves.

.
Extreme pain, anger, and/or an ill-advised decision to have chil-

dren can result from an inaccurate prediction of future events and
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counselors should avoid speculations, even if they are optimistic.

If, on the other hand, the.counselor feels convinced that the in-

dividual is not manifesting any signs of the at thlt

moment in time, it can be very encouraging for the client to

hear this opinion. Above all, the counselor should be empathic

and respond to the concerns of theclient as they

21

are expressed.


